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Assessing journey readiness
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through a Case Scenario
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Steps to 
measure 

readiness
initiatives at a certain degree of 
maturity. And to enhance the current 

the areas of maximum business 
impact and opportunities. 

components required to 
achieve the objectives.
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CRM

Enterprise data owner

Campaign Management

Analytics

Platform Owner

Activation

Data Security
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of protection, fairness and 
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As-is
Campaigns based on 
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Targeting is not accurate
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unique customer
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OPERATION
TEAM

BRAND 
MARKETING

TEAM

ANALYTICS
INTERVENTION
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PLATFORM
SOLUTION

BLOCKS

Activation

Customer Targeting
Lead Generation

Campaign Attribution

Customer Targeting

Triggering messaging

Abandoned cart

Website Mobile SFMC Email Any other

Customer selection

CRM Campaign management Media ad Spend Customer Experience

Channel selection A/B Testing
Content Measurement 

criteria

ACTIVATION STRATEGY & DECISION MAKING

Data attributes Activation Customer Acquisition
engine engine

Ingestion Integration Transformation
Governance

Area Gap Impact Desired Level Use case Building block

customer mapping

customer ID

campaigns

Anonymous customers 

segmentation

integration to enhance 
customer experience

Deterministic  

IntegrationMonitoring responses

engine per touchpoints



Test the 
needs

accuracy of the targeting and messaging. As this 

 in nature, it is recommended to consider a test 
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Deliverables 
envisioned for 
such assessment

Deliverable Description

Data Mapping

C360 Maturity 
Assessment



Highlighting the success criteria of a successful 
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Leadership commitment 
succeed the program

Get the responsibilities straight

Data Strategy to be in place

Choice of Technology to be sorted

Data Security

Integration of data sources

Filling the team with right skills

decision
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customer data

Based on the objectives, 

provide data and 

assessment output

objectives for any C360 
program hence it has to be 

start of the assessment

biases. Its imperative to get a 
right picture of the ground 

Customer 360 
Assessment 
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